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  	LA500-National Programs
This session will describe the various national programs offered to all the lodges in the OA.


	Chapter Advisers Session 3 - Chapter Programs
This session will acquaint trainees with the concepts of OA chapter programming and how the programs relate both formally and informally to the lodge.


	How AIA programs benefit lodges
What makes the induction experience memorable? 

Picture yourself as an Ordeal candidate approaching the lodge’s ceremony circle on a Saturday evening. It is the weekend of your Ordeal and you’ve worked hard to get to this moment. You’ve spent the night outside near one of your favorite program areas of your council camp and have gone through at least four water bottle refills to keep the service you are providing to the camp going. You are now being led into the ring to become a member of the Order of the Arrow and aside from a rumbling in your stomach, you are feeling great. There is a firm beat coming from a pounding drum somewhere inside. The beat is coursing through you, rumbling into echoes across camp. You get closer and you start to hear it - you hear singing coming from the trees. It’s a low whisper right now, but you can make out the voices of a handful of Arrowmen beating the drum and singing the song. Anticipation for this moment runs wild inside of you, the sounds around getting louder and louder as you slowly make your approach. You are winding along the path that seems never-ending, through an area of camp you have always wanted to see. Step after step, you walk along in line with all the soon-to-be-brothers around you, stepping to the rhythm. You hear the voices clearly now; they seem to be ramping up, getting more and more intense the closer to this circle you get. When at last you are convinced the beat cannot get any deeper into your heart, you head through the trees into a clearing.

What have we just metaphorically experienced? It was the work of the lodge’s sing team to enhance the induction experience. A successful event has many people and different teams to thank for that success, because a lot of pieces come together to make program outstanding. This is an example of one of the many American Indian Activities, or AIA, a lodge can integrate into its inductions. A ceremonies team, sing team, or dance team are all great tools to have to increase membership retention and to provide better program.

There are also many other ways a lodge could use AIA to their benefit. A dance team could perform at a council encampment, a lodge function or a community event to name a few. The singing team could certainly join them in this to make the experience even richer. Take advantage of these opportunities today by starting a team up for your lodge!

A great resource available can be found here.



	Limited High Adventure Spots Remaining for 2014
Have your summer camp already planned, but looking for an additional great adventure for 2014? We have an answer for you! There are slots available at some of the OA High Adventure Bases for the summer of 2014.Available Programs and Sessions*	Odyssey - Spots available for session 9 Check out the High Adventure site for more information on these programs!Note: Ocean Adventure, Trail Crew, Voyage, and Summit programs are full for 2014.* Available slots as of Thursday, July 17, 2014


	Lodge Ledger: Spend this summer conquering new obstacles in life at OA High Adventure
By Michael SherburneQuickly take a look outside, wherever you may be, and imagine yourself in the most serene, lush, and beautiful scenery in the middle of the wilderness. You begin to reflect on your life with the sound of water flowing over the rocks, with the chirping birds, and with the a beautiful sunrise overhead. Now imagine yourself experiencing this at any of the Order of the Arrow's high adventure programs.There are five Order of the Arrow High Adventure programs located throughout the country: OA Trail Crew at Philmont Scout Ranch in Cimarron, New Mexico; OA Wilderness Voyage and OA Canadian Odyssey at the Northern Tier High Adventure Bases in Ely, Minnesota; OA Ocean Adventure at the Florida Sea Base at Islamorada, Florida; and the OA's newest high adventure program at The Summit, Bechtel Reserve in Mount Hope, West Virginia. Each program starts with a week of service, ranging from trail building to removing invasive species, followed by each crew planning their own expedition for an additional week.Each program is a unique experience, however, all contain common life lessons. Matt Dihadoorian, a Philmont Order of the Arrow Trail Crew participant, describes the life lesson he learned while working on the Philmont OA Trail Crew. "It made me realize that nothing is impossible, you just have to work your best with your crew in order to accomplish something great," he said. Dihadoorian said OA Trail Crew caused him to reflect on your inner self, to reach in and mentally tell yourself, "I can conquer this hill." Participants come out with the mentality that they can conquer any obstacle in life, no matter how great the challenge.The Order of the Arrow Wilderness Voyage and Canadian Odyssey programs start with building portage trails in the Boundary Waters between the US and Canada. Walker Green, an Order of the Arrow Wilderness Voyage participant, recalled the immediate satisfaction of working in the pristine north wilderness. "You get to see the results right in front of your eyes during work week," Green said. Not only can participants say they have made a difference, but the quality of the trail work being done is designed to last for generations to come.The third program, called the Order of the Arrow Ocean Adventure, takes place at Sea Base. This program involves participants creating structures to preserve the beaches of the islands in the Florida Keys, along with removing invasive species threatening the local wildlife. After that, they have a week of fun: snorkeling and boating throughout the Florida Keys, one of the most beautiful areas of the country. Each crew participates in different and unique opportunities at Sea Base.The OA's newest high adventure program is at The Summit. This program, aimed at younger Arrowmen, will give participants unprecedented access to the hundreds of acres of wilderness surrounding the BSA's newest property. Immediate past Northeast Region Chief Tyler Allen has been tapped to lead the program in its inaugural summer in 2014. Allen will be assisted by immediate past National Chief Matt Brown.Taking the opportunity to use your next summer to connect with the environment, and to better yourself in the process, will help you as you take on bigger opportunities to cheerfully serve others, while inspiring others to exceed their limits.Promotional Resources and VideosLodges are encouraged to use the promotional resources and videos to let Arrowmen know about these amazing summer programs. These resources are available on the High Adventure site and from YouTube.OA High Adventure Video (YouTube link)OA Trail Crew Video (YouTube link)OA Wilderness Voyage and Canadian Adventure (YouTube link)OA Ocean Adventure (YouTube link)
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